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2-Part Hollow Ornament, or Ornament Box

Part 1: Prepare the Blank:
1. This project can be made in your choice of size. In the Demonstration, I started with a piece of straight grained
hardwood, 1-7/8”/22mm in diameter and 5”/125mm long.
2. Turn a tenon on each end of the blank that will fit your scroll chuck.
3. Prepare a waste block for a jam chuck that is about the same diameter as your Ornament blank, with a tenon on
one end to fit your scroll chuck.

Part 2: Turn the Ornament:
1. Start with the tip of the Finial in the chuck. Part off the section that will be the top/lid of the Ornament.
2. Hollow the inside of the lower part, allowing for your intended outside shape. I like to start with a depth hole, either
using a drill bit or a spindle gouge.
3. Create a parallel recess at the opening to fit with the top. If you are making this a Box, do a nice job on the inside,
sand and finish it, and drill a hole for a hanger eye in the bottom. Put a chamfer on the outside corner (where the
joint will be) if desired.
4. Put the Top/Lid in the chuck. Create a tenon that will jam fit to the recess in the Bottom part.
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5. Shape the accessible part of the Globe section and turn the Finial. Tape around the joint before removing the
tailstock. Sand the lower part of the Ornament, and finish on the lathe if desired.
6. Hollow the inside of the Top. Drill a depth hole if desired. Chamfer the joint between the halves if desired. If it’s
going to be a Box, sand and finish the inside, and refine the lid fit if necessary. To make the jam chuck easier, cut
a parallel recess on the inside of the Lid. Either leave this as a step on the inside (it doesn’t hurt anything), or
blend with the inside shape.
7. Mount the waste block in the chuck, and jam fit the recess in the lid onto a tenon on the waste block. If you are
glueing the Ornament together (not making a box), the lid can be gripped in a scroll chuck on its tenon because
that surface will be hidden.
8. Shape and sand the outside of the Lid. Drill a hole in the top for a hanger eye, or if it’s to be a Box, drill a hole for
a thin cord to pass through.

Part 3: Assemble the Ornament:
1. I like to use Titebond Wood Glue if I’m glueing this Ornament together. Other glue works well, also. Be careful not
to get any squeeze-out, or to clean it up immediately. Line up the grain before pushing the halves together with
glue. You can put jingle bells or beans or something inside to make a sound. Seal and finish the Ornament if you
haven’t already.
2. If it’s a Box, tie a piece of fine cord in a loop that is long enough to go from the bottom inside of the Ornament,
through the Lid, leaving enough length to open the Box while it’s hanging. Pass the loop through the eye screw in
the bottom, and the end through the loop (this allows you to hide the knot in the cord on the inside of the Box).
Pass the cord loop through the hole in the Lid. Tie a knot in the loop so the Lid can’t fall off, and put an ornament
hanger hook through that loop. Tip: a tiny drop of thin CA glue on the knots will make sure they never come
untied.

Congratulations, your Ornament is done!
For safety, Please wear eye and face protection at ALL TIMES
Oh, and be sure to HAVE FUN !!

